PANEL GLIDE SYSTEM
ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS
**ATTACHING END CAPS**

**3 PANEL TRACK CORD CONTROL**
- **STEP ONE:** Snap 2 sections from the End Cap & Cover
- **STEP TWO:** Insert End Cap Cover
- **STEP THREE:** Insert Manual End Cap and tighten screws

**3 PANEL TRACK MANUAL CONTROL**
- **STEP ONE:** Snap 2 sections from the End Cap Cover
- **STEP TWO:** Insert End Cap Cover
- **STEP THREE:** Insert Cord Drawn End Cap

**4 PANEL TRACK CORD CONTROL**
- **STEP ONE:** Snap 1 section from the End Cap & Cover
- **STEP TWO:** Insert End Cap Cover
- **STEP THREE:** Insert Manual End Cap and tighten screws

**4 PANEL TRACK MANUAL CONTROL**
- **STEP ONE:** Snap 1 section from the End Cap Cover
- **STEP TWO:** Insert End Cap Cover
- **STEP THREE:** Insert Cord Drawn End Cap

**5 PANEL TRACK CORD CONTROL**
- **STEP ONE:** Insert End Cap Cover
- **STEP TWO:** Insert Manual End Cap and tighten screws

**5 PANEL TRACK MANUAL CONTROL**
- **STEP ONE:** Insert End Cap Cover
- **STEP TWO:** Insert Cord Drawn End Cap

**ATTACHING CORD**

**USING PT15 (CORD CONNECTOR)**
- **STEP ONE:** Insert cord into the ring and tighten fixing screw.
- **STEP TWO:** Insert the cord and ring into the PT15 (Cord Connector).
- **STEP THREE:** Attach PT15 (Cord Connector) to required End Cap Cord Drawn.